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130 percent FPL – family 4, gross monthly income up to about 2,500; 28K per year

due to rise in poverty 
and employment, changes to state eligibility practices, 
and a temporary increase in benefit from ARRA factors

American Recovery and Reinvestment Act
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The analysis projects that between 1.7 million and 5 million people would lose their SNAP 
benefits if the proposed changes in the House were to take place. Compared with the 
Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimate of 1.8 million participants would lose SNAP 
benefits, our analysis suggests that far more people could be at risk.
To produce the most accurate estimates possible, the Health Impact Project used the 
recently updated dataset released by the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) 
and relied on a model that includes information on participants’ assets. 
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Scoping: How do you scope a moving target or shifting stakeholder 
interests? What is the best way to identify key stakeholders and decision makers? 
Assessment and Recommendations: How do you acquire representative qualitative 
or quantitative data? How do you address data gaps? Are there special 
circumstances for developing recommendations?[feel free to edit this one]
Reporting: When, how and to whom do you release findings? What is the best 
strategy for communicating to legislators?
Stakeholder engagement: What does it look like for federal level HIAs?

… and after each question, you could take a brief moment to say – for 
example with scoping, we followed this legislation through several stages that 
required changes in the scope of analysis. It also required us to invest a good 
amount of resources in understanding the proposed changes and stakeholder 
interests related to the changes.
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